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INTRODUCTION: DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND JOB LOSS

Domestic violence and sexual assault have employment consequences. Victims of domestic violence are often forced to resign employment either to escape future assault or because they are unable to perform as a consequence of the violence. Moreover, domestic violence and sexual assault survivors are often fired from their jobs because of harassment at the workplace by their batterers or because of their status as victims of violence. In recent years, welfare advocates, labor activists, and domestic violence victim advocates have increasingly turned to unemployment insurance (UI) benefits as a potential source of income support for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault during periods of unemployment caused by abuse. In some states, domestic violence advocates, women’s rights advocates, unions, other workers’ rights advocates, and welfare advocates have formed coalitions to lobby for passage of legislation making domestic violence and sexual assault victims who become separated from work because of the abuse eligible for UI benefits.1 In eighteen states in the last six years, these efforts have led to passage of UI legislation addressing the UI needs of victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking.2

This paper will provide a history of UI legislation and describe how battered women and their advocates have used this legislation as a tool to maintain economic security and escape violent relationships. This paper will also analyze the effectiveness of legislation that has been passed. We present
our discussion in four basic components. First, we briefly describe the link between domestic violence and employment, and the relationship between maintaining economic independence and a woman’s ability to escape a violent relationship. Second, we describe efforts to change UI laws to help battered women obtain temporary wage replacement when separated from their jobs because of domestic violence. Third, we describe some of the domestic violence unemployment insurance bills that have been proposed and passed in the last six years. Finally, in the fourth section, we build upon this history to propose model legislation and suggestions for advocates to increase the chances that states will pass and provide stronger UI coverage to more domestic violence victims.

I. The Link Between Domestic Violence and Unemployment

Domestic violence is an epidemic in America. Estimates are that 2.1 million women are physically or sexually assaulted by an intimate partner each year. Often women who are victims of this violence are employed but, burdened with the effects of the abuse, face a difficult struggle to maintain their employment.

Domestic violence is not confined to the home. It often follows the victim to work. A perpetrator may stalk a victim at her workplace because it may be the only place he knows that he can find her. Batterers have been known to make twenty phone calls a day to a victim, wait outside the victim’s workplace, or enter the workplace to verbally or physically assault the victim. As a result, many women who are victims of domestic violence or sexual assault are fired from their jobs or forced to resign either because of the effects of the abuse, the presence of the abuser at or near the workplace, or both. Logically, this loss of income may force victims to return to their perpetrators because they have no place to live and no way to support themselves and their children. Job loss and the threat of job loss prevent many battered women from escaping violent relationships by hindering their ability to sustain themselves and their children.
Studies have shown that 96% of employed domestic violence victims experience a diminished ability to perform work due to the domestic violence.6 A recent study of domestic violence victims in Kentucky found that 81% of victims experienced difficulties concentrating at work.7 Nationally, between 35% and 56% of employed battered women were harassed at work by their batterers; 55% to 85% missed work because of domestic violence; and 24% to 52% lost their jobs as a result of the abuse.8 In the Kentucky sample, women reported being stalked at work, missing workdays, being prevented from going to work, and having batterers call their supervisors.9

As noted above, these experiences may force a victim to leave employment to seek safety or to be fired from her job. In one study, one-quarter to one-half of employed domestic violence victims lost their jobs due in part to the abuse.10 In the Kentucky sample, 97% of women were either fired or had to quit their jobs because of domestic violence.11 Another recent study shows that direct work interference by the abuser significantly increases the probability that low-income women workers will have to seek welfare.12

These examples and statistics point to one unnerving reality: job loss and the threat of job loss without an alternative income source can push a victim back into a violent relationship, into poverty, or into homelessness by forcing her to quit her job or by creating circumstances under which she is fired.

II. UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE REFORM AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

A. Unemployment Insurance Basics

A basic understanding of unemployment insurance (UI) is essential to understand how best to amend UI laws to address domestic violence. Unemployment insurance, also known as unemployment compensation, is a federal-state social insurance program providing partial wage replacement benefits to jobless workers.13 The goals of UI are to provide income to jobless workers during periods of unemployment and to provide a measure of economic stability to the economy.14
State UI laws are enacted within a framework of two principal federal statutes, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) and the Social Security Act. Unemployment insurance is financed through employers’ payroll tax deductions. Federal law leaves most decisions under the control of participating states, including monetary earnings requirements, eligibility conditions for UI benefits, disqualification provisions and penalties, benefit levels and duration, and state tax levels. As a result, state law controls most UI legal questions.

State UI eligibility rules normally require that UI claimants be able and available for work, and that they seek work. A claimant is typically disqualified from UI benefits for the following reasons: 1) leaving work voluntarily and without good cause; 2) having been discharged for reasons amounting to misconduct; or 3) refusing work without good cause.

UI eligibility and disqualification provisions affect domestic violence survivors in specific ways. Three fundamental features of UI play a critical role in the utilization of UI as an income replacement safety net for survivors of domestic violence. First, UI is intended to address involuntary unemployment. Most UI rules are designed to separate voluntarily unemployed workers from those involuntarily unemployed. As expressed by the Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation, the “purpose of these restrictions [on UI eligibility] is to limit payment to those workers who are unemployed primarily as a result of economic causes.” While UI rules sometimes stray from this focus, objections to broadening UI eligibility are often based upon this ground.

Second, UI eligibility is focused on work and labor market attachment. As a practical matter, however, many survivors of domestic violence need flexibility with regard to working or seeking work, and UI rules designed for another era do not always provide that flexibility.

Third, UI benefits are paid from funds accumulated from payroll tax deductions made by employers. This means employers generally view proposed expansions of UI benefits to domestic violence survivors as an increased UI payroll tax cost. Except in rare cases, this view translates to
political opposition to the expansions of UI benefits that the authors advocate.23

In general, these UI rules were designed on the “male breadwinner” model, not with women workers or single heads of households in mind.24 Predictably, the male breadwinner model of UI leads to numerous conflicts between the realities lived by working women and traditional UI rules.25 The impact of these general rules on domestic violence survivors is but one manifestation of the broader conflicts between UI rules and practices and the lives of women workers.

As described above, domestic violence can provide a valid reason, in many circumstances, for leaving a job. But, if domestic violence has not directly affected the survivor’s workplace, disqualification will occur in the majority of states that require that good cause be “attributable to the employer” or words of similar effect. This result arises because numerous valid reasons for leaving work are excluded as “personal” in the majority of states that restrict the categories of good cause that would excuse a quit and permit eligibility for benefits.

In states where broader “personal” reasons for leaving a job are considered good cause, domestic violence, if established, should qualify as good cause for leaving a job. Thirteen states have good cause for personal reasons, that is for reasons not attributable to the employer or the claimant’s work. These states are Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, and Virginia (as well as Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands).26 However, these states represent a minority, and even though domestic violence and sexual assault victims may be eligible for benefits in these states, they are most likely unaware of their eligibility and have not applied for benefits. When victims have applied for UI benefits, they have rarely informed the enforcing agency of the abuse because they are unaware of its significance in this context. Moreover, state enforcement agency representatives may not affirmatively inquire about the abuse because eligibility is not specifically mentioned in the state’s UI code. Thus, domestic violence victims and sexual
assault survivors who may have otherwise been eligible in these states have nonetheless failed to receive UI benefits.

B. Early Attempts to Access UI benefits for Victims of Domestic Violence

Domestic violence victims’ advocates and workers’ rights advocates initially attempted to secure UI benefits for unemployed domestic violence victims through administrative hearings under existing state laws. However, advocates ran into problems because, as noted above, workers are generally not able to qualify for UI when they leave work “voluntarily,” unless they have “good cause,” and the good cause is connected to work. This means a worker who quits a job because his or her wage rate has been lowered 30% would likely qualify for UI benefits, but a worker who must quit because she is unable to arrange for continued childcare would not qualify.

Nonetheless, in the 1980s some advocates, including one of the authors, began creatively using the good cause provisions, as well as other exceptions in their state’s unemployment laws, to secure benefits for domestic violence survivors. In states without a broad definition of good cause, domestic violence victims who left their jobs to secure their safety from domestic violence were usually denied benefits.27 The few reported cases involving a domestic violence victim seeking unemployment compensation benefits demonstrated the inadequacy of traditional unemployment law to respond to the actual experiences of working victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking who lose their jobs through no fault of their own. These cases illustrated the need for statutory amendments.

In a few states, where the cause of separation from employment need not be “connected to work,” domestic violence victims attempted to prove that the violence experienced at home was a “cause of a necessitous and compelling nature” justifying her decision to quit.28

One rare success was an administrative ruling in Connecticut where the UI Board held that compelling personal problems such as harassment by a spouse can provide sufficient job-connected cause for leaving one’s employment if some aspect of the claimant’s job renders her particularly vulnerable
to abuse or the employer is unable or unwilling to provide appropriate security.  

In Coleman, the claimant was a battered woman who was forced to leave her job when she fled her husband. The claimant’s husband had previously harassed her at work and her employer admitted that it could not provide her with adequate security and did not oppose awarding benefits.

In addition, on rare occasions, courts have interpreted provisions allowing benefits to workers who quit because of a personal emergency to include a victim of domestic violence who demonstrated that she has been the victim of ongoing abuse. For example, in an Arkansas case, an appellate court reversed the state employment security board decision and concluded that the claimant had quit because of a personal emergency and was entitled to benefits when she had been forced from her home the night before she left her job.

Another example of a positive statutory interpretation was in Washington State. In an administrative hearing, benefits were granted where the court found that the long-term affect of domestic violence rendered the victim disabled as defined in the unemployment compensation code. Similarly, in Minnesota, provisions permitting claimants to be eligible if a serious illness caused them to lose their job were interpreted as covering domestic violence victims. Finally, in two cases from Alaska, domestic violence victims were awarded benefits because abuse qualified as good cause. In one case, the claimant was subjected to continuing harassment and the threat of physical harm from her ex-husband and her fear was well founded. In the second case, the claimant pursued reasonable alternatives to “alleviate the situation.”

Despite a few successes, by the late 1990s, advocates acknowledged that obtaining UI coverage through existing laws was a difficult, and often unsuccessful task. Unless domestic violence victims were from a state with a broad good cause exemption that allowed personal reasons to justify leaving a job and were able to find a zealous advocate who understood the UI system, domestic violence victims usually did not qualify for benefits. The need for legislative change became critical if advocates were going to be able to effectively assist domestic violence victims to escape violent relationships.
III. The Legislative Approach: Maine, California, North Carolina and Connecticut Lead the Way

In the last six years, eighteen states have passed legislation providing that domestic violence victims who lose their job because of violence are eligible for unemployment insurance. These states are California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In some cases, the legislation was simply clarification of existing law. In others, new laws recast the treatment of domestic violence and sexual assault survivors under UI programs.

Passage of these laws overcame a stereotypical presumption that battered women do not work, and raised awareness that they should be eligible for UI benefits when they are fired or forced to quit a job because of abuse. Despite this legislative progress, advocates found the new laws disappointing. Although statutory reform increased eligibility to an extent, amendments or new laws often were so narrowly written that it remained extremely difficult for battered women to qualify for benefits. For example, the first few laws passed placed a heavy burden of proof on the claimant-survivor of violence that was difficult, if not impossible, for many domestic violence victims to satisfy. In addition, despite the effort of legislative advocates, these initial laws did not include basic outreach and education tools necessary to inform victims and employees of the administering agencies about battered women’s UI eligibility. Without such training and education provisions, many legislative changes are substantially underutilized.

A. Maine: The First Effort

In 1996, Maine was the first state to pass legislation amending its good cause requirement to include domestic violence. Maine’s unemployment law states that if an employee must leave work to protect herself from domestic abuse and she made all reasonable efforts to preserve the employ-
ment, she is eligible for benefits. Maine’s law also addressed discharges of domestic violence victims.

The law in Maine was a breakthrough. It was a phenomenal achievement to convince legislators that domestic violence victims worked, that domestic violence negatively affected their ability to work, and that domestic violence victims who lost their jobs in such circumstances should be eligible for benefits.

One of the most successful arguments made in support of the bill’s passage was comparing the amendment to an existing good cause exception. In Maine, as is the case in many other states, there is a good cause exception under which claimants can qualify for benefits when a worker quits because a spouse has taken a new job in another part of the state or country that requires the family to move. Citing the fact that such claimants were deemed to have good cause for quitting their jobs and were eligible for benefits, advocates argued that it was outrageous that women fleeing with their children from batterers were disqualified from receiving benefits.

For the first time, domestic violence victims were identified as potential UI claimants. However, access was difficult because the statute placed a heavy burden of proof on claimants. The Maine law requires victims to prove that they made all reasonable efforts to keep their jobs. After the experience in Maine, many advocates acknowledged the need to collaborate with related advocacy groups to make UI benefits more accessible to battered women.

B. CALIFORNIA: Coalition-Building and Compromise

California passed its amendment to the state unemployment insurance code that covers domestic violence victims in 1998. State Senator Hilda Solis (D-LA) drafted and introduced SB 165 on January 16, 1997, with sponsorship from the California Alliance Against Domestic Violence (CAADV), one of two statewide domestic violence coalitions in California. During 1997 and 1998, attorneys and advocates affiliated with CAADV built a broad coalition of supporters that included the California Labor Federation, the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, the
California Teachers Association, and the American Association of University Women. Representatives of CAADV and the California Labor Federation testified in support of the legislation. In addition, an attorney who represented domestic violence victims seeking unemployment insurance benefits testified in committee hearings about the experiences of her clients who lost their jobs because of domestic violence and then were denied benefits. The state enforcement agency maintained a formally neutral position during the debate, but many interpreted its testimony as supportive of the measure. Under the proposed amendment, individual employer accounts would not be charged if a former employee qualified for benefits. This was critical to limit business opposition to the legislation.

Even with this broad coalition and no enforcement agency opposition, compromises were made with representatives of business interests to ensure passage of the legislation. For example, mandatory training for the staff of the Employment Development Department, the enforcement agency, and a record-keeping requirement were eliminated because of costs.

Similar to Maine’s statute, the final California amendment states that “an employee may be deemed to have left his or her most recent work with good cause if he or she leaves employment to protect his or her children, or himself or herself, from domestic violence.”

C. NORTH CAROLINA: Academic Research Without Full Implementation

North Carolina passed its legislation addressing domestic violence victim eligibility for UI in 1999. Prior to passage of the legislation, students at the Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy at Duke University prepared a report for the Employment Security Commission of North Carolina addressing battered women’s need to access UI benefits. This report was the first in the country to thoroughly analyze the issues facing domestic violence victims who access UI benefits.

The authors of the report drafted an employment survey and distributed it to residents of domestic violence shelters. In addition to the information
collected from the survey, students conducted research on the existing unemployment compensation law in North Carolina, the effects of domestic violence on a victim’s ability to work, and efforts in other states to address the link between domestic violence and unemployment. A combination of student research and survey data formed the basis of an array of legislative recommendations.

First, the report recommended that the North Carolina Employment Security Law be amended to permit domestic violence to qualify as good cause attributable to the employer.55 Second, the report recommended that the definitions of “misconduct” and “substantial fault” in the Employment Security Law exclude “conduct resulting from domestic violence.”56 This recommendation would provide further protections for battered women by prohibiting employers from claiming that the separation from work was because of disqualifying conduct. Third, the report recommended the adoption of a flexible base period that would allow unemployment insurance claimants to qualify for benefits based on their most recent earnings.57 Fourth, the report recommended a requirement that domestic violence victims make reasonable efforts to retain employment.58 Finally, the report recommended that the Economic Security Commission educate and train its staff so that it could “properly handle unemployment insurance claims involving domestic violence” and that such trainings be publicized in the community.59

Unfortunately, the legislation passed in 1999 did not include all of the recommendations made by the Terry Sanford Center report. The legislation provided only that domestic violence qualified as a good cause exception, both for quits and for discharges, and that employer accounts would not be charged for such benefits.60 Cost estimates to provide benefits to domestic violence victims in these circumstances in North Carolina were approximately $300,000 annually.61 Reported costs to date have been minimal.62

D. CONNECTICUT: Strong Advocacy Advances Efforts

Connecticut also passed legislation regarding this issue in 1999. Connecticut’s amendment provides that domestic violence victims who are forced
to leave work to protect themselves or a child living with them from becoming or remaining a victim of domestic violence and who have made reasonable efforts to preserve their jobs, are eligible for benefits as an exception to the voluntary quit disqualification. The Connecticut legislation was introduced and supported by a broad coalition including welfare, legal aid, and domestic violence victim advocates. It was part of a larger UI reform package of which only the domestic violence and a dependent care benefit increase passed.

The most effective arguments that contributed to passage of the Connecticut legislation were made in the broader context of welfare to work discussions. As expiring welfare time limits were approaching, and large numbers of former welfare recipients were going to be employed, advocates were concerned that problems at work related to domestic violence would lead to loss of work and income. Advocates argued that taxpayers would not experience an increase in cost because UI payments simply replace welfare costs.

The Connecticut business community, which opposed the legislation, argued that there was another remedy available to domestic violence victims—the crime victim compensation program. However, coalition partners, including Connecticut Coalition Against Domestic Violence, the Permanent Commission on the Status of Women, and Connecticut Legal Services, effectively testified that domestic violence victims who lose their jobs in these circumstances do not automatically qualify for crime victims compensation. They argued that coverage for domestic violence victims is an issue about temporary wage replacement for workers who lose their jobs through no fault of their own.

E. Federal Legislative Response

Learning from the experiences of state advocates over the previous five years, the Victims’ Economic Security and Safety Act (VESSA) was introduced in July 2001 in the U.S. Senate and U.S. House of Representatives as S. 1249 and H.R. 2670 respectively. VESSA includes provisions that amend the federal unemployment compensation law to permit states to pass laws
that enable victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking to be eligible for benefits if they are separated from their employment as a result of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking. The bill also proposes ways that domestic violence victims can meet state requirements and prohibits states from considering any work “suitable work” unless such work reasonably accommodates the individual’s need to address the violence. VESSA also requires training for unemployment compensation claim reviewers and hearings personnel on the dynamics of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking, as well as training on how to keep information about domestic violence or sexual assault confidential.

IV. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

In only seven state legislative sessions, from 1996 through 2002, eighteen states passed new laws explicitly allowing survivors of domestic violence to leave their jobs and receive unemployment compensation. The most effective new laws and proposals include victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking. The laws are more specific and inclusive in their treatment of proof issues and requirements for work search to make benefits more realistically accessible to domestic violence victims. They also require training for UI administrators regarding the relationship between domestic violence and unemployment. And, finally, they address confidentiality issues. The statutes passed in Massachusetts and Washington, in 2001 and 2002 respectively, are the two strongest models in this respect.

A. The Importance of Coalition Building

Good domestic violence unemployment insurance legislation is virtually impossible to pass without a broad coalition that includes both domestic violence survivor advocates and labor advocates. Domestic violence survivor advocates generally know the reasons that people stay in or flee abusive relationships, as well as the kinds of fears and pressures they face in trying to leave. Labor advocates, on the other hand, know about unemployment insurance, but have little knowledge about domestic violence. The two groups
working together create a powerful coalition. They can tailor proposals to address survivors’ needs, make accurate cost assessments, provide powerful testimony, and exploit knowledge of state politics around the issues.

In Massachusetts, where the broadest bill in the country was passed in 2001, employers also formed an important part of the coalition. Employers joined the Massachusetts reform coalition as a response in part to the argument that it is good business practice to allow survivors of domestic violence access to unemployment compensation.

Building a broad, vocal, and well-led coalition is critical to ensuring passage of legislation providing for unemployment insurance benefits for domestic violence victims. This is because the business lobby who opposes this legislation is both big in numbers and strength for financial reasons. However, even the business lobby cannot overcome a large coalition representing labor, welfare, women, domestic violence, legal services, and criminal justice communities. Moreover, the broader the coalition, the larger the amount of skills and knowledge that the coalition will possess to overcome challenges. This is not to say that a large coalition will ensure that this legislation will pass—however in California, Connecticut, and Washington state, it was a necessary ingredient.

B. Cost Issues

As those experienced in advocating for legislation on a local, state or national level will tell you, a fiscal note can doom legislation. It is critical to reach out to those on the committees and those in the enforcing agency to ensure that they produce reasonable and realistic cost assessments that reflect the reality that UI/DV legislation is not costly, will not increase employers’ costs, and will not require a fiscal note.

One reason states have been able to pass domestic violence unemployment insurance statutes in such a short time is that the provisions offer states the opportunity to slightly expand unemployment compensation benefits without significant cost to the state. States that have passed domestic violence unemployment legislation have found that the amount of money they spend
on claims is far less than they originally predicted.\textsuperscript{75} Most states do not keep data on the number of claims decided yearly under their domestic violence unemployment statute, but the relevant agencies describe this number as “insignificant,” and the cost as “minimal.”\textsuperscript{76} The authors’ believe, however, that it is a mistake for advocates to argue too strongly that the cost of domestic violence unemployment insurance is negligible. Instead, advocates should focus on broadening eligibility and thus covering more domestic violence victims.

In fall and winter of 2000-2001, advocates in Washington State telephoned state unemployment agencies throughout the country to get data on numbers of domestic violence unemployment claims in each state.\textsuperscript{77} The following is a sample of the estimated information provided to the Washington advocates: Minnesota had 21 claims over four years, Nebraska had five in 2000, and Oregon had about 20 claims per year.\textsuperscript{78} Administrative personnel in Colorado told legal services interviewers in Washington that they had denied 58 claims and granted 63 claims between the passage of that state’s law in 1999, and the time of their interview in January 2001.\textsuperscript{79}

In June 2001, the National Association of Unemployment Insurance Appeals Boards (NAUIAB) conducted a survey of states with regard to domestic violence and unemployment insurance.\textsuperscript{80} This survey showed that only one state, Connecticut, formally tracked its domestic violence unemployment cases.\textsuperscript{81} Statistics on the usage of the domestic violence unemployment legislation in Connecticut have been kept since the October 1999 effective date of the legislation.\textsuperscript{82} Between October 1, 1999, and April 1, 2001, 47 domestic violence cases were handled by the Connecticut Department of Labor with an average weekly benefit amount of $397.00 at an approximate total cost of $169,850 over that time period.\textsuperscript{83} By contrast, Massachusetts had estimated that one million to one and a half million dollars would be paid annually to survivors of domestic violence under its amendments.\textsuperscript{84} This is still an insignificant cost in a state system that paid out $835 million in UI benefits in 2000.\textsuperscript{85}
The minimal cost of unemployment benefits to domestic violence victims raises two contradictory issues for advocates. First, it makes the program more attractive to legislators who are mindful of tight funds. At the same time, the low number of claims raises significant concerns about the scope of coverage of existing domestic violence unemployment laws, and additional steps that must be taken to make such laws relevant to this group of workers. Advocates should consider some of the measures mentioned in this article to help ensure domestic violence survivors have adequate access to benefits. A meaningful measure of the success of a state law should include the numbers of victims that receive benefits.

C. Scope of Coverage

Advocates and legislators have struggled with the scope of protection offered under the domestic violence UI laws of their respective states. Many of the earlier laws simply said that a person who is a victim of domestic violence has good cause to leave her job without further defining domestic violence. Since then, states have further debated the scope of domestic violence. For example, should sexual assault and stalking victims be included in addition to domestic violence victims? Must a victim be one who has been physically abused? Is coverage limited only to those abused by a family member, or may it include persons with whom the victim had a dating relationship, or even someone that she did not know at all? Is only the victim protected, or is protection also offered to children or co-workers?

Most early statutes on domestic violence and unemployment insurance did not define domestic violence. Instead, the definition of domestic violence was simply left to the agencies administering the unemployment system. A problem arises with this approach because the determination of what constitutes domestic violence falls within the discretion of UI staff or adjudicative personnel who have little experience with domestic violence in the context of UI eligibility. More recent legislation, and the better approach, includes a definition of domestic violence in the statute or refers to state criminal statutes to define the term.86
Additionally, state statutes’ coverage varies widely. Coverage in some states may be narrow and protect only the survivor of domestic violence. Other states include coverage for victims of sexual assault, children of violent homes, or other family members. Specifically, statutes in California, Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, and North Carolina explicitly cover a survivor who attempts to protect her children or her immediate family against domestic abuse. In 2002, Washington became the first state to explicitly protect victims of stalking, as well as victims of domestic violence. Proposals put forth in 2001 in Hawaii and North Dakota would have extended protection to victims who leave work in order to protect co-workers.

D. Statutory Content

1. Revised or non-traditional good cause.

The early UI statutes covering victims of domestic violence simply provided that a person would not be disqualified from benefits if he or she quit work because of domestic violence. Many of the more recent proposals have included specific language defining fears and actions that will constitute good cause for leaving work. The statutory definitions adopted in Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Delaware include several elements that offer broad coverage for victims seeking UI benefits. Effective definitions of good cause to leave employment due to circumstances resulting from domestic violence include: (i) reasonably feared future domestic abuse at or en route to or from the individual’s place of employment; (ii) wished to relocate to another geographic area to avoid future abuse against the individual or the individual’s family; (iii) reasonably believed that leaving work was necessary for the future safety of the individual, the individual’s family, or co-workers; or (iv) was required to leave employment as a condition of receiving services or shelter from an agency which provides support services or shelter to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault.
2. Discharge for misconduct

Typically, a worker discharged from employment qualified for UI unless he or she was discharged for misconduct. States define misconduct in a variety of ways. In some states misconduct can be found based on minor instances of absenteeism or failure to follow insignificant company rules.\(^93\)

The standard in *Boynton Cab Co. v. Neubeck* is the most generous to workers.\(^94\) In *Boynton Cab*, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that misconduct was limited to conduct:

> [E]vincing such willful or wanton disregard of employer’s interests as is found in deliberate violations or disregard of standards of behavior which the employer has the right to expect, or in negligence of such degree or recurrence as to manifest equal culpability, wrongful intent or evil design, or to show intentional and substantial disregard of employer’s interests or of employee’s duties.\(^95\)

States vary in whether they follow the *Boynton Cab* rule or more stringent ones.\(^96\)

Given the variation in state law and state administrative and judicial decisions, advocates have struggled with the problems faced by women who are discharged where their discharge is based on absenteeism related to domestic violence. Where advocates have not been certain of the handling of such issues under state law, where politically possible, some recent state laws explicitly cover both “voluntary” quits and discharges for “misconduct” on account of domestic violence.\(^97\) The very first law in Maine provides that “misconduct” may not be founded solely on actions taken by an employee that were reasonably necessary to protect him or herself against domestic violence.\(^98\)

3. Proof Issues

Many domestic violence survivors do not seek protection from the police or the legal system.\(^99\) A survivor’s failure to file a formal complaint may lead to proof issues under domestic violence and sexual assault unemployment insurance amendments. Survivors may choose not to file formal
complaints for numerous reasons. For example, a survivor may have the perception that police are hesitant to respond to domestic complaints. Additionally, filing a formal complaint may increase his or her risk of violence at the hands of a retaliatory batterer. Survivors also understand that legal documents, although helpful to the courts, do not always effectively stop abuse.

(i) No proof requirement

Proposed laws should exhibit an understanding of why survivors may not have proof of abuse. In states where domestic violence coalitions have been more successful in educating legislators, no particular level of proof that the claimant is a domestic violence survivor is required. This is consistent with the general approach to good cause in most state unemployment compensation laws, which may allow a voluntary separation to be justified, for example, by a reduction in hours or earnings, by sexual harassment, or by compelling personal circumstances. In these states, the level of proof required to convince the state agency of the claim’s accuracy is not specified. Ordinarily, these and other separation issues under unemployment insurance laws are decided by the “preponderance of the evidence,” with no statutorily required burden of proof.

In other states, however, domestic violence is an exception to the usual proof requirement. In those states, legislators seem unusually concerned that victims and survivors may manufacture claims in order to get benefits. Some of those states require proof of domestic violence through police records, court records, statements of shelter workers, attorneys, members of the clergy, or medical or other professionals from whom assistance has been sought. The most restrictive laws in this respect are in Colorado, Montana, and Wisconsin. Colorado requires both documentation of abuse, and that the survivor be in counseling at the time he or she receives benefits. Montana legislation, passed in 2001, requires evidence of domestic violence and renders a survivor who returns to his or her abuser ineligible for benefits. Wisconsin law requires that the survivor be the beneficiary of a restraining order, and it also requires a finding that the order
will likely be violated unless he or she leaves or quits the job.\textsuperscript{105} Also, North Carolina requires that the survivor be an “aggrieved party” within the meaning of the state’s criminal domestic abuse law.\textsuperscript{106}

(ii) Reasonable steps to preserve job

Some states also include provisions in their domestic violence unemployment insurance laws that are traditionally found in voluntary quit provisions. Thus, state laws covering good cause for voluntary termination often include a provision that a person who quits his or her job take all “reasonable steps” to preserve employment. Interpretations of these provisions vary with respect to whether, in the case of domestic violence victims, reasonable steps necessarily includes reporting the problem to the employer, or asking for the employer’s protection or accommodation. Laws in Connecticut, Maine, Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Oregon specifically require the state agency to examine what “reasonable steps” were taken to preserve employment.\textsuperscript{107}

For some survivors, reporting violence or a threat thereof to his or her employer is a reasonable step that might well preserve their jobs. For others, however, it may be yet another insurmountable barrier to safety and economic stability.

In the earlier cited Kentucky study, a marked difference was found between the reporting rates of rural and urban women.\textsuperscript{108} Eleven out of the 15 rural women in the study did not disclose the violence to either their employer or co-workers. However, 11 out of the 17 urban women did make this disclosure.\textsuperscript{109} The most frequently cited reason for disclosure was that the batterer had appeared at work.\textsuperscript{110} The most frequently cited reasons for non-disclosure were shame and fears about job security.\textsuperscript{111}

The most effective state laws do not include exact proof requirements or “reasonable steps” provisions.\textsuperscript{112} In crafting legislation, advocates should look closely at the best examples, with the most liberal allowances for proof, to ensure that victims are not precluded from receiving benefits because of arcane proof issues, or worries about confidentiality.
4. Work Search and Domestic Violence

In all states, a person must be able and available for work to be considered eligible for unemployment compensation. Despite the requirement’s legitimacy in most situations, this requirement may interfere with a domestic violence survivor’s safety and access to resources.

In 2000, advocates consulted the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) regarding potential restrictions that federal law might impose on states wishing to consider a domestic violence survivor’s limited ability to comply with work search and suitability criteria. In a letter to the National Employment Law Project, the DOL agreed that states could modify their laws to liberalize work search requirements for domestic violence survivors. Accordingly, states may be able to require that domestic violence survivors simply register for work, without demanding that they engage in an extensive work search. In this scenario, the claimants may refuse job offers that interfere with their safety.

A number of states have since proposed or adopted changes to their work search requirements, or to the criteria they use to measure whether a job offer is suitable. These states include Hawaii, Massachusetts, North Dakota, Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington. For example, Oregon legislation, adopted in 2001, continued a state practice of exempting domestic violence survivors from the requirement that individuals accept suitable work. Washington and Massachusetts statutes provide that suitability requirements must reasonably accommodate the survivor’s need to address the physical, psychological, and legal ramifications of domestic violence. Maryland and Hawaii legislatures are considering similar proposals.

5. Who Pays the Cost?

Normally, when an employee receives benefits, the employer’s account is charged and its unemployment insurance payroll tax rate, or experience rate, is adjusted, similar to an adjustment of automobile insurance rates after an accident.
In many states, under certain circumstances unemployment insurance benefits are non-charged, and the costs of benefits are borne equally by all contributing employers.\textsuperscript{119} Employer groups, who often oppose the implementation of domestic violence UI laws, are typically concerned with the increased cost they will have to bear.\textsuperscript{120} The “non-charging” of unemployment insurance benefits is generally popular with employer groups. The rationale is that it is unfair to impose a tax burden on an employer in domestic violence situations since the employer is not responsible for the domestic violence survivor’s unemployment. In California and North Carolina, the domestic violence amendments to the unemployment code included a provision that benefits paid to individuals generally would not be chargeable to an employer’s account.\textsuperscript{121} Advocates are experiencing increasing success by inserting similar non-charging provisions into proposed legislation. This is the case in Colorado, Connecticut, Montana, New Jersey, New York, Washington, and Wisconsin.

In Washington State, however, the extent of non-charging for several categories of unemployment insurance benefits has been a source of divisiveness among employers.\textsuperscript{122} The proposal in Washington to add a non-charge provision as to benefits met opposition, even though cost estimates showed that the additional non-charged benefits were a miniscule amount of the total benefits paid.\textsuperscript{123}


As noted above, unemployment insurance claim adjudicators are often poorly equipped to make determinations of the effect of domestic violence on a claimant’s entitlement to benefits. This may be partly due to the low volume of claims associated with domestic violence in states that have passed domestic violence unemployment insurance laws. A study in New York found that women were unlikely to cite domestic violence as a reason for leaving their jobs.\textsuperscript{124} To address the need for more awareness among adjudicators, advocates in California included a training provision in their proposed
This proposal was abandoned, however, in response to employers’ cost concerns.

The difficulty people face in disclosing that they are victims of domestic violence for unemployment purposes is also present in the context of applying for public benefits, such as Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). To address this joint concern, a partnership in Washington between the state agency administering TANF and the Washington State Coalition Against Domestic Violence recently developed a screening tool for use by the UI agency, training provisions for agency personnel, and co-location of domestic violence advocates in the state agency intake offices.

In Massachusetts, unemployment insurance personnel are required to attend domestic violence training. The ongoing training program is mandatory for all employees who interact with claimants. Its stated goal is to ensure that job separations that result from domestic violence are reliably screened and adjudicated so that domestic violence survivors can take full advantage of the range of job services provided by the department.


Existing federal law imposes stringent guidelines with respect to the confidentiality of information submitted in connection with unemployment compensation claims. Most states have parallel confidentiality provisions. Under these laws, a batterer generally cannot obtain information about the claimant, such as a current address, from the state agency. However, employers that contest a claim might obtain access to personal information in the context of the administrative hearing. Once the employer has such information, the batterer may more easily gain access to it.

Delaware and Rhode Island have provisions that require state agencies to keep any information disclosed in connection with a domestic violence claim confidential. Advocates need to make certain that existing state law confidentiality provisions are adequate. Model language for this purpose is as follows:
Domestic violence and sexual assault raise critical needs for safety and privacy regarding information furnished to [state agency] by the claimant. While claims information is routinely classified as confidential, employers typically gain access to files for their employees in contested cases. For this reason, any information furnished by the claimant or her agents to the UI agency for the purposes of verifying a claim of domestic violence or sexual assault shall be kept confidential in accordance with federal law. In addition, this information shall be kept confidential from the employer, unless the employer can establish that it has a legitimate need to question the veracity of the information, that the employer’s need to see the information outweighs the claimant’s personal privacy interests, and that the information is not available through other means. Disclosure shall be subject to the following additional restrictions:

a) The claimant must be notified prior to any release of information;

b) Any disclosure is subject to redaction of unnecessary identifying information such as the claimant’s address;

c) Further dissemination of any information disclosed to the employer is prohibited;

d) Any further restrictions upon the employer’s access, copying, as determined by [state agency] or the administrative law judge to whom the request for access [is] directed.132

V. CONCLUSION

The unemployment insurance system, which provides benefits to workers unemployed “through no fault of their own,” can and should address the needs of domestic violence victims who must leave work because of domestic violence. The number of states that have passed legislation to cover victims of domestic violence under unemployment insurance laws, over a very short time, is a testament to the strength of this idea.

In the 2001 and 2002 legislative sessions, bills were introduced in Arizona, Georgia, Hawaii, Iowa, Maryland, New Mexico, North Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, and West Virginia.133 Among the most recent laws to
pass, Washington’s domestic violence unemployment statute is one of the country’s most comprehensive and generous.\(^{134}\) While state legislatures across the country are struggling with huge budget deficits, an infusion of eight billion dollars into the states’ unemployment insurance trust funds that occurred in March 2002, can be used to finance DVUI and other reforms to state unemployment insurance systems.

As more states pass legislation, others are likely encouraged to do the same. Future legislation may include broader categories of domestic violence such as victims of sexual assault and stalking. In addition, more states may consider training provisions. Domestic violence advocates, together with unemployment compensation advocates, can create strong coalitions that can shape state laws to respond to the real needs of domestic violence victims. It is hoped that this paper addresses the need of the advocacy community to obtain reliable studies regarding domestic violence and work, and presents ideas for drafting legislation that will fully open the door to UI benefits tailored to the needs of domestic violence victims.

\(^{1}\) See discussion infra Part IV.A.
\(^{4}\) Although domestic violence victims may be either men or women and perpetrators may be either men or women, the vast majority of abuse occurs by men against women. Throughout this article, the authors will refer to batterers as males and victims as females.
\(^{9}\) Swanberg, supra note 7, at 4.
\(^{11}\) Swanberg, supra note 7, at 5.
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